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FAA Role in Pavements in USA
Airports are not owned by FAA
 Individually owned/operated

FAA certification for commercial operations falls
under “49 CFR Part 139”
FAA administers a Grant in Aid Program
 Funded through the Airport and Airways Trust Fund
 ~$4.3B (FY2020) total AIP
 ~$2.9B allocated to airfield pavement projects

FAA also oversees Passenger Facility Charge
Program

Historical AIP Funding (2000-2020)

Funding Updates
Coronavirus, Aid, Relief, & Economic Security (CARES) Act
 Funded AIP Grants for FY20 at 100% Federal Share

American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (COVID Relief)
 Funded AIP grants for FY21 at 100% Federal Share

Bipartisan Infrastructure Law (BIL) – Formerly IIJA

 Airport Infrastructure Grants ($2.89B annually FY22-26)





$2.39B to Primary Airports, $500M to non-primary Airports
Eligibility follows PFC Parameters, similar to AIP
Federal Match formulas follow AIP
Entitlements, not competitive

 Airport Terminal Program ($1B annually FY22-26)
 Competitive program, application instructions are out

Airports in the United States
19,636 airports overall

 14,556 private-use airports
 5,080 airports open to the public

3,304 NPIAS airports
519 airports certificated under part
139 (commercial service with 9 or
more seats)
396 Primary Airports (>10,000
annual enplanements)

NPIAS Airports

Paved Areas (NPIAS Airports)
Area
(millions sy)

Area
(millions sq m)

Lane Miles (~14’
wide)

Runway

271

226

~33,000

Taxiway*

105

88

~13,000

Apron**

81

68

~10,000

Total

457

382

~56,000

* Taxiway area estimated at 38.6% of runway area
** Apron area estimated at 29.8% of runway area
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FAA AC 150/5370-10H
Standard Specifications for
Construction of Airports

Effective 12/21/2018

Federal Aviation
Administration

Current Status
6 Erratas issued (last one 19 Aug 2020)

 There might be one more small errata in 2022

AC version posted on FAA website includes all errata changes (both
Word and PDF)
 Remember that there is no difference in visual appearance between errata
versions.

https://www.faa.gov/airports/resources/advisory_circulars/index.cf
m/go/document.information/documentID/1035128
Next version is on the horizon

Current Issues - General
Quality Control Testing vs. Acceptance (QA) Testing

 Quality Control is for Contractor to control production
 Acceptance testing is to determine acceptance and payment

What can you do with QC results?

 Contractor takes action to fix problem
 RPR suspends work until problem is resolved
 Failed QC results cannot force removal and replacement alone

What can you do with acceptance results?

 Accept product with no issues, or reduce pay if PWL is in spec
 Accept product with issues at reduced pay or reject
 Remember QC issues could still produce acceptable final product

Current Issues – P-207
In-place Full Depth Reclamation (FDR) Recycled Asphalt Aggregate
Base Course)
 New Spec in -10H. We are learning a lot for the next update

 FDR needs to be a scope and fee discussion, not a preliminary design
topic
 What in-place material are you working with?
 What is a logical design modulus to use?
 Does the spec achieve an acceptable pavement layer?
 Can you actually construct what you designed and specified?

 Investigation should determine whether FDR is a good option

Current Issues – P-207
Why is P-207 limited to pavements serving aircraft <60,000 lbs?

 Assume you can achieve a P-208 equivalent
 Modulus can vary from 25,000 psi to 500,000 psi
 Think about what you are mixing (probably P-401/403, P-208, maybe P-154)

 What if I want a MOS to use between 60,000 lbs and 100,000 lbs?

 Can you achieve a material equivalent to P-209 in strength and performance?
 Can you construct enough of an overlay to get 20-year structural life?

 What if I want a MOS to use for >100,000 lb aircraft?

 Can P-207 achieve a stabilized base strength and quality?
 If not you need a stabilized base over. That adds a lot above original grade
 Pavement section may be too thick even if P-207 acts as stabilized base

Current Issues – P-501
Acceptance Testing for Strength

 Strength is accepted based on QA flexural beam breaks
 QC is not required to make and break beams, but good practice
 What happens when QC beams break at strength but QA beams do not?
 Before any action is taken we recommend the following
 QA should check their processes to ensure there are no discrepancies
 It is very hard to make a beam break stronger, but easy to make it break weaker

 If in doubt recommend performing split tensile test on in-place concrete
 Beams do not tell us what the actual in-place strength is.
 If split-tensile tests come back okay this is where Section 50 is handy

 Referee testing with EB-34A is available, but usually not chosen

 Look for improved guidance in next update to 5370-10

Current Issues – Cement
Focus is on P-501, but this applies to all specs that include cement

Current Issues – Cement
Traditional Portland cement produces ~1 pound of CO2 per pound of
cement
 90% of CO2 is created through the clinker production and grinding process
 Reducing clinker is the first step in making cement more sustainable

 Cement and Concrete Industry goal is to be carbon neutral by 2050
 First step is reducing carbon emissions from cement production

 The industry is changing fast so the cements that were available a few
months ago may not be available today

Current Issues – Cement
Traditional Portland cement
 ASTM C150 Type I, II, V

 Many cement manufacturers are reducing production of these products
 Some manufacturers have ceased production
 If these cements are the only products specified on a project by the
time the contractor gets to construction they may not be able to obtain
them
 Sponsors and Consultants need to monitor the market in their area and
be prepared to adjust project specs if needed

Current Issues – Cement
Blended Cements are becoming the new normal

 ASTM C595 Type IL Portland Limestone Cement (most common)
 Up to 15% Limestone replacement allowed

 ASTM C595 Type IS

 Type I cement blended with slag (25%-50%)

 ASTM C595 Type IP

 Type I cement blended with Pozzolan

 ASTM C595 Type IT

 Ternary Blend cement becoming more popular
 Type IL cement blended with slag
 Type IL cement blended with pozzolan

Current Issues – Low Alkali Cement
Focus is on P-501, but this applies to all specs that include cement

Current Issues – Low Alkali Cement
Cement Mill Reports no longer state low alkali since ASTM no longer
specifies

Current Issues – Cement
Why did ASTM remove low alkali option?

 Low alkali cement does not tell the story of alkali in the mix

 Some agencies were under the impression that if they specified low alkali ASR would
not be an issue

 Concrete Alkali Loading is a better indicator of susceptibility of the concrete
mix to ASR

 What does this mean?

 Alkali Loading should be a part of the mix design process and not an
acceptance criteria for the cement
 Don’t look for the low alkali statement on mill reports. Instead the will show
Na2Oeq of the cement

Current Issues – Cement
Concrete Alkali Loading

 DoD is looking at limit of 3 lb/yd3 in their alkali loading guidance.

Na2Oeq
%

Cement Concrete
lb/yd3

Alkali Loading
lb/yd3

0.60

517

3.1

0.60

700

4.2

0.70

700

4.9

Current Issues – Cement
What needs to be done to address these cement changes?

 Update to 5370-10 will address the issue, but that is several years away
 Looking at developing EB to provide interim guidance on selecting Portland Limestone
Cements and alkali loading

 In the interim use the flexibility in the Note to the Engineer to adjust
specification.

Looking Ahead
Update to 5370-10J is planned to start
in the next 12-18 months
It typically takes 12-18 months for
industry review draft to be issued.
Targeting update to be published
sometime in FY2025

 Wouldn’t it be nice to not have to wait 5-7
years for an update?

Want a sneak peak at what we are
considering for major updates?

Other Topics for -10J
Spec for Construction Safety and Phasing
 Look for potential EB in the interim

P-621 – Add Trapezoidal Grooves as alternate to square grooves
Surface Treatments – A few revisions and maybe more options
 We have research ongoing that won’t make -10J but may lead to bigger
updates in the future

Rubblized Concrete – Do we move it from an EB to the AC?
P-407 Asphalt Treated Permeable Base
 Current EB-102 (if you use it give us feedback)

Warm Mix Asphalt
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